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LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY
This guarantee will be applicable in the cases in which the photovotaic 
module had, at the time of delivery, defects hidden or revealed after the 
same and that they made it inappropriate to carry out the functions for 
which it was manufactured, with the limitations and exclusions contained 
in the following conditions.

From now on, the acquirer will be understood as the natural person or 
legal entity that acquires the EXIOM SOLUTION photovoltaic modules 
for their intended use, i.e. as a generator of photovoltaic electrical 
energy. EXIOM SOLUTION through their manufacturer guarantees the 
purchasers of the photovoltaic modules supplied under the following 
conditions.

EXIOM SOLUTION guarantees for 12 years the materials that make up 
the photovoltaic module as well as the possible defects of the photovol-
taic module due to the manufacturing process. If during this warranty 
period the photovoltaic module will stop working correctly as a result of 
some defect caused by the materials or by the manufacturing process, 
EXIOM SOLUTION reserves the right to choose between repairing the 
faulty module, replace it with an equivalent module or refund the price of 
purchase of the defective photovoltaic module. In case EXIOM SOLU-
TION decides to repair the module, EXIOM SOLUTION will use new 
components in said repair, being the components replaced those used 
by EXIOM SOLUTION in its normal manufacturing process

* HJT models offer a 25 year product warranty in our modules
* IBC models offer a 25 years product warranty in our modules

2. LIMITED PEAK POWER WARRANTY
EXIOM SOLUTION guarantees 90% of energy production during the first 
12 years of the useful life of the modules and 80% for the next 18 years, 
i.e. a 30 year limited warranty total. If the modules are tested under STC 
conditions (Standard Test Conditions) AM 1.5, Irradiance 1000W/M2 
temperature 25°.

In our HJT modules, the degradation during the first year is less tan 1%, 
guaranteeing a linear power degradation of less than 12% during the first 
30 years of the module's useful life.

In our IBC modules, you are guaranteed a linear degradation of less than 
7% over the first 25 years of the module's useful life and less than 10% 
in the first 30 years.

In the event that EXIOM SOLUTION determines that the module is not 
producing the guaranteed percentage of the minimum power of output 
specified previously, EXIOM SOLUTION reserves the right to choose 
between repairing the faulty module, replacing it by an equivalent EXIOM 
SOLUTION module or provide additional components to achieve power 
output specified, at least up to the mínimum guaranteed percentage.

In the event that EXIOM SOLUTION decides to repair the module, 
EXIOM SOLUTION will use new components in said repair, this 
components being those used by EXIOM SOLUTION in its normal 
manufacturing process.

3. EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE WARRANTY
The guarantees offered do not cover damage and / or defects of 
operation due to:
a. Incorrect handling or maintenance of the modules photovoltaics not 
complying with the instructions that EXIOM SOLUTION provides with its 
modules.
b. The repair, modification and / or transfer of the EXIOM modules 
SOLUTION by a technical service outside of compliance from EXIOM 
SOLUTION or to be added to the EXIOM modules SOLUTION 
equipment other than those properly used by EXIOM SOLUTION.
c. The abuse, misuse or negligent use of the modules photovoltaic.
d. Power supply defects by the photovoltaic module produced by,
atmospheric discharges, fire, flood, accidental breakage, actions by third 
parties and / or any other event or accident beyond the reasonable 
control of EXIOM SOLUTION and that have not been produced under 
conditions normal assembly operation and modules whose serial 
numbers have been tampered with or are not unequivocally identifiable 
are outside the present warranty.
f. In case the first acquirer sells or transfers the module to third parties, 
this warranty will continue in force only if the sale or transfer is brought to 
the attention of EXIOM SOLUTION in writing in advance of its realization.
g. The installation of the module in saline environments must be carried 
out with isolators to avoid galvanic corrosion between the module and its 
supporting structure.
h. The warranty does not cover the costs associated with the installation, 
uninstallation, reinstallation and / or transport of modules EXIOM 
SOLUTION photovoltaic and / or any component associated with these 
for the service performed to solve the problem encountered during the 
warranty period.
i. This warranty does not apply to modules marked "Grade B "or" Grade 
C ".
j. This warranty applies only to the original purchaser of the module.


